Message From Bill Ayling, Co-Founder of The Creative Space Bioresonance Progam
How many times have you been to a workshop, completed a course or enjoyed a consultation
and left inspired, with absolute clarity and certainty? Then life happens. The new information
becomes obscured by the demands of a world, which doesn't seem to have been on the same
course as you. While you do not lose all the new information, it takes discipline to hold the
frequency so readily available in the rarefied environment of the teachings and like- minded
beings.
Like all great teachers, Suzy's offerings extend far beyond her words, and the energetic
imprint from each session will raise the frequency of all participants at both the conscious
and unconscious levels. The Creative Space Program uses bio-resonance technology to
capture and hold the frequency of Suzy's teachings, building a collective consciousness that
will support all of those engaged in the work. While recordings can be replayed to access the
conscious information, the Bio-resonance Program holds the energetic information, which
can be accessed by all participants, assisting them in holding the higher vibrational
frequencies accessed in each session.
As Suzy moves through this series, the Program will be run daily to support the collective
consciousness for The Journey Back to Love, changing in context each week to remain
aligned with the emerging content. At this collective level, The Creative Space Programme
will act as a frequency holder, which participants can use as a reference point. There is
nothing that you consciously have to do to receive this support. It will simply be there as a
powerful container for your process.
For those wishing to receive individual daily balancing throughout this series, there is a
special rate available. Usually priced at £100 per month, we offer participants this service for
£60 per month. Contact Bill at mail@acreativfespace.org for a free 30-minute discussion to
discuss how The Creative Space Program can support you on this journey!
http://acreativespace.org/

